
William Lyon Mackenzie C.I.    2013 ASM2O 

GRADE 10 MEDIA ARTS         

UNIT ONE: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY 

LIGHT GRAFFITI or LIGHT PAINTING 

 

“Light makes photography. Embrace light. Admire it. Love it. But above all, know light. 

Know it for all you are worth, and you will know the key to photography.” 

George Eastman, founder of Kodak 

Tasks:  

1) Research examples of light graffiti (light painting) photographs. Fill one page in your 

sketchbook and note the source of the image. 

2) Experiment with the challenges. Try multiple versions of your best image. 

3) Submit your best image as a print and digital file (.jpeg). 

4) Submit a ‘Contact Sheet’ of all your experiments. 

5) < EXTENTION ACTIVITY > Refine in Photoshop or recreate this process entirely in 

Photoshop. 
 

All you need to get started is your camera and an understanding of how to control 

shutter speed; light graffiti demands longer exposures of anywhere from several 

seconds to many minutes. A tripod will help you compose the shot and keep the 

camera still. 

 For best-quality shots, use an ISO setting of 200 or lower; higher ISO settings 

create more noise, or grain, in low-light images. 

 Use the lowest aperture ("f-stops" a lower f-number denotes 

a greater aperture opening) to let in more light. 

 IF you're shooting in a location that's a bit bright. In that case, a 

higher aperture number (15” or higher) may darken the scene 

enough to let you write more graffiti. 

 

Finally, you'll need more time so you can create your graffiti 

masterpiece, so longer shutter speeds are essential. Experiment with 20 

or 40 second exposures, or even exposures of 5 minutes, to see how 

the results look. Of course, the longer the exposure, the darker location 

you'll need. 

Initial settings 

ISO: 200 / NR: 15” (noise reduction) / F: 6.3 (a larger aperture) 
 

 

 

 
http://www.thinkcamera.com/news/article.asp?UAN=509  

 

A large (1) and a small 
(2) aperture 

Picasso 

Draws a 

Centaur, 

1949,  

Gjon Mili 

http://www.thinkcamera.com/news/article.asp?UAN=509


LIGHT GRAFFITI CHALLENGE (Imagining & Generating) 
Use at least two locations for this assignment both indoor and outdoor. 

Challenge 1: 

Create a composition by highlighting details within the frame of the camera with the 

flashlight. 

Include 2 people, or a person and an object. One (or both) of these things should be 'altered 

with light'. You can use light to make them transparent, drawn on or around them with light, 

or have them draw in the air with light. 

 

Challenge 2:  

Create a 3D drawing in air using a laser pointer, LED, or LED flashlight. Try and re-create a 

space in your house (or other dark indoor location) with objects and 'things' created out of 

light. Remember that things closer to the camera should appear drawn bigger than things 

away from the camera. 

 

Challenge 3:  

One person in your photograph is painted in a number of different locations in the same 

photograph. This should include some suggestions of difference - emotions, positions, etc. 

 

Challenge 4:  

Abstraction. Using lights create an abstract composition. YES- this may have realistic 

elements in it (people, objects, etc). 

 

Challenge 5:  

Include a person or object and a single line or simulated brush stroke.  

 

All other ideas are welcome.  
 

Tony teaches you how to do some cool stuff with your camera in this video lesson: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IS-DBZEXcA 
 

1) Find 1 example of each of the following (4 in total): 

CATEGORY Level 4 Level 3 Level 2  Level 1    

Application of new skills 
(e.g., photography skills, 

elements, principles, 

processes, technologies, 

techniques) 

- applies knowledge 

and skills in familiar 

contexts with a high 

degree of 

effectiveness 

- applies knowledge 

and skills in familiar 

contexts with 

considerable 

effectiveness 

- applies 

knowledge and 

skills in familiar 

contexts with some 

effectiveness 

- applies 

knowledge and 

skills in familiar 

contexts with 

limited 

effectiveness 

Application 

 

 

 

        /10 

Inquiry (PROBLEM 

SOLVING) 

Experimental / creative use 

of process 

Exploration / 

experimentation with a 

high degree of 

effectiveness 

Exploration / 

experimentation with 

some of 

effectiveness 

Exploration / 

experimentation 

with considerable 

effectiveness 

Exploration / 

experimentation 

with limited 

effectiveness 

Thinking 

 

 

        /10 

Knowledge of content (e.g., 

facts, genres, terms, 

definitions, techniques, 

elements, principles, forms, 

structures, conventions) 

 

demonstrates thorough 

understanding of 

content 

 Research 

 Contact sheet 

 Multiple versions 

of final 

 Best composition/ 

image chosen 

 Jpeg 

 Print 

demonstrates 

considerable 

understanding of 

content 

demonstrates some 

understanding of 

content 

demonstrates 

limited knowledge 

of content 

 

Online Photoshop tutorials 

http://psd.tutsplus.com/tutorials/tutorials-effects/glowing-light-painting-effect/  

http://www.photoshopwebsite.com/photoshop-tutorials/15-beautiful-light-effects-photoshop-tutorials-2010/  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IS-DBZEXcA
http://psd.tutsplus.com/tutorials/tutorials-effects/glowing-light-painting-effect/
http://www.photoshopwebsite.com/photoshop-tutorials/15-beautiful-light-effects-photoshop-tutorials-2010/

